BETHLEHEM NOVICE RIDE 2

0.0 Lt. out of Park and Ride onto Bypass Extension
0.6 Rt. onto Van Dyke at stop sign
1.1 Lt. at light onto Delaware
1.6 Rt. onto Fisher
3.1 Rt. onto New Scotland at stop sign
3.8 Lt. onto Font Grove (306)
4.8 Stay to Lt. on Font Grove. (Do not follow 306)
5.1 Regroup,
   Lt. onto New Scotland
5.5 Rt. onto Fisher (Look familiar?)
6.4 Rt. at stop sign onto Orchard
7.4 Stay Lt on Orchard
7.9 Straight across to Meads at stop sign (Careful here, please)
9.7 Lt. onto 32 at stop sign
11.3 Lt. into Park and Ride

Good work!